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ABSTRACT

As freeform optics become more prevalent, it is important for manufacturers to have flexibility when fabricating such
optics. Traditionally, QED's Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF™) machines have used a raster toolpath to polish optics
that lack rotational symmetry in either their aperture shape or surface form. However, a spiral toolpath may be desirable
for a variety of reasons: to achieve a tighter edge exclusion, to correct rotationally-symmetric features, or to polish highNA optics that may exceed the half-angle limits of raster polishing. In this paper we present a new spiral toolpath polishing
capability for surfaces that have circular apertures but have a surface form that lacks rotational symmetry. This enables
rotationally polishing freeform optics, such as off-axis parabolas (OAPs) and toroids, in addition to tilted plano surfaces
or wedged (non-centered) spheres. We will explain the capabilities of this new polishing mode and present initial polishing
results.

1. INTRODUCTION
QED’s first MRF machines used a spiral toolpath to polish the rotationally symmetric planos, spheres, and aspheres that
were most common at the time. A rotational axis (A) spins the part while two translation axes (X & Z) and a tilt axis (B)
move the part over the wheel apex, where polishing occurs. Figure 1 shows a schematic of such an axis configuration. The
MRF removal function is held constant using a fluid delivery system that controls the fluid properties and a multi-axis
CNC platform that keeps the surface tangent to, and a fixed distance above the wheel apex. As the surface of the optic
moves across the apex of the wheel, the dwell time is varied in order to generate the desired removal.

Figure 1. Schematic of typical MRF machine axis configuration

In the early 2000s, an additional translation axis (Y) was added, and raster polishing capability was introduced for planos
and cylinders with either circular or rectangular apertures. This polishing capability used a step-scan toolpath, where the
part would scan across the apex of the polishing wheel, perpendicular to the fluid-flow direction, and step in the direction
of fluid flow. Cylinders are oriented so that scanning is performed in the plano direction and stepping is performed along
the curved direction, with a tilt axis keeping the cylindrical surface tangent to the apex of the wheel.
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Figure 2. Schematic of spiral toolpath, left, for rotational polishing, and a step-scan toolpath, right, for raster polishing

Several years later, QED developed freeform polishing capability1, which enabled raster polishing of general nonrotationally symmetric surfaces, such as toroids and off-axis parabolas. This also enabled raster polishing rotationallysymmetric surfaces that had non-circular apertures or that were too large to rotationally polish.

2. A VIRTUAL MACHINE AXIS: “AROUND-THE-WHEEL” POLISHING
When QED developed deterministic finishing of freeform optics, a key innovation was the use of the MRF polishing wheel
as a virtual axis, instead of the added cost and complexity of another physical machine axis. MRF wheels have either an
internal permanent magnet or electromagnet that stiffens the MR fluid and enables material removal. The magnet is
designed to generate a magnetic field that is constant over a 30° to 45° half angle (depending on the wheel design).

Figure 3. The blue shaded region indicates the angle over which the magnetic field, and therefore the removal rate, is constant.
Fluid flows left-to-right over the wheel. For the 50 mm diameter wheel, this is +/- 45 degrees, but varies between +/- 30 and
+/- 45 degrees on other wheel designs.

Using three translation axes, just a single tilt axis, and the MRF wheel as a fifth “axis”, a freeform surface can be kept
tangent to the wheel. Polishing no longer always occurs at the wheel apex but instead at some other point of closest
approach. Since the distance between the surface and wheel at this point is held constant, and the fluid stiffness is constant
within this angle, the removal rate will also be constant. The use of the MRF wheel as a virtual axis is known as “aroundthe-wheel” polishing.

Figure 4. A schematic of an optic being polished using around-the-wheel polishing. The black circle represents the point of
closest approach, where the surface is being polished; the light blue shaded region shows the region on the MRF wheel over
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which the magnetic field is constant, and polishing can occur. For freeform raster polishing, the physical tilt axis will tilt the
part in and out of the page.

3. FREEFORM POLISHING WITH A RASTER TOOLPATH
Optics with surface slopes of less than 30 degrees (and any aperture shape) can be raster polished on QED’s MRF
machines. The exact surface slope limit in the longitudinal direction (parallel to fluid flow) is dictated by the polishing
wheel’s magnetic field half angle, and the limit in the transverse direction (perpendicular to fluid flow) is constrained by
the travel range of the tilt axis. The orientation of the longitudinal and transverse directions is shown in Figure 5. For some
wheel and machine combinations, the slope limit can be as high as 45 degrees in the longitudinal direction and unlimited
(90 degrees) in the transverse direction. In most cases the operator is free to choose the orientation of the optic (to put the
higher slope in the transverse direction, for example).
Surface slope evaluation for raster
polishing

Figure 5. Raster toolpath in light grey, superimposed on a circular aperture part to illustrate the surface slope evaluation for
raster polishing. The MRF spot “points” against the direction of fluid flow.

Some MRF machines also support a “mild-freeform” raster polishing mode with fewer axes – either three translation axes
or three translation axes and one tip axis (oriented along the fluid-flow direction, which prevents full freeform capability).
The surface is kept tangent to the wheel in the direction of fluid-flow, but not in the transverse direction. In this case the
transverse surface slope must be less than ~10 degrees (the exact limit is dependent on the wheel design and the gap – the
distance between the wheel and the surface at the point of closest approach). The disadvantage of this mode is that there
can be a reduction in convergence since the removal rate as a function of transverse slope is not modelled.

4. FREEFORM POLISHING WITH A SPIRAL TOOLPATH
Many circular-aperture freeform optics can now be polished in rotational polishing mode using a spiral toolpath. To
evaluate the capabilities of this toolpath, we again compute the local slope both parallel and perpendicular to the fluid flow
direction. For rotational polishing, we refer to these as the radial and transverse directions, as shown below in Figure 6.
Since the orientation of the fluid flow and toolpath relative to the part differs between rotational polishing and raster
polishing, the computed slopes will also be different.
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Surface slope evaluation for
rotational polishing

Figure 6. Rotational toolpath in light grey, superimposed on a circular aperture part to illustrate the surface slope evaluation
for rotational polishing. Note the difference between the transverse slope shown here and the transverse slope for raster
polishing, shown in Figure 5.

For a rotationally-symmetric surface, the transverse slope is zero everywhere and the radial slope is constant for a given ρ
value, as shown in Figure 7. Thus, the X (horizontal translation), Z (vertical translation), and B (tip) axes will be at a
constant position for the same ρ value on the surface, and the axis positions will either monotonically increase or decrease
over the entire polishing run or have a single direction change at the center of the part.

Figure 7. Left: computed local radial and transverse slopes for a sphere. Right: computed slopes for a toric surface (each map
on its own color scale; the radial slope is an order of magnitude larger than the transverse slope).

For non-rotationally symmetric surfaces, the radial slope map no longer has rotational symmetry and the transverse slope
is non-zero. The axis positions now change direction at least twice per revolution instead of at most once over the entire
polishing run. If the optic is rotating rapidly, this can require rapid acceleration of the other axes, especially the B-axis.
However, the virtual B-axis can be either fully or partially used in place of the physical B-axis to reduce machine dynamics
due to the per-revolution direction changes.
The graphs below show the velocity and acceleration during a typical freeform polishing run for the X, Z, and B axes when
the actual B-axis is used, compared with the virtual B-axis. Using the virtual B-axis is critical to controlling motion and
machine vibration when travelling through the center of the part, where the axis velocities and accelerations are typically
highest.
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Figure 8. Peak velocity and acceleration for the X, Z, and B axes when using the actual B-axis compared with the virtual Baxis

In the radial direction, the surface will be tangent to the wheel at the point of closest approach; in the transverse direction,
however, non-zero slope will cause a small spot-shape change since there is no physical or virtual tilt axis in this direction.
This can reduce convergence, but this effect is often small in practice: surfaces with a significant rotationally-symmetric
component will have a relatively small transverse slope component, large transverse slopes are not permitted because they
would result in a collision with the wheel surface, and MRF is insensitive to small gap errors. Because of this, we refer to
this capability as “mild-freeform” and not “full-freeform” capability. However, note that mild-freeform rotational
polishing is much better suited for parts with a significant rotationally-symmetric component than mild-freeform raster
polishing. For example, a 100 mm diameter toroid with mean radius of 100 mm and 1 mm of departure has a peak
transverse slope for rotational polishing of only 1.9 degrees, but a peak transverse slope for raster polishing of 28 degrees
(well above the limit of 10 degrees).
The around-the-wheel polishing technique that we introduced earlier has benefits beyond raster freeform polishing. It can
also be used to increase the maximum part size for plano or concave optics and allow high-NA concave parts to be polished
in rotational mode without a risk of collision with the wheel hardware, by replacing some or all of the physical B-axis tilt
with virtual axis tilt2; in this case, the physical tilt axis is aligned with the direction of fluid flow and would tilt the part
left-to-right in the diagram in Figure 4. This allows rotational freeform mode to polish higher-NA parts than raster freeform
mode.
Consider a high-NA biconic surface, with diameter of 75 mm, X radius of 49 mm, and Y radius of 51 mm. The peak radial
slope is 50 degrees, but the peak transverse slope is only 2 degrees. This surface cannot be polished in raster freeform
mode, but it is well within the capabilities of rotational freeform mode.
Wedged off-axis parabolas, for example, have a large transverse slope component and will typically be outside the
capability of this new rotational polishing mode. Consider a 50 mm diameter, 100 mm radius OAP with an off-axis distance
of 50 mm. The peak slope in the transverse direction is 26 degrees – on the order of the peak radial slope since the surface
(as a wedged, off-axis section) is not primarily rotationally-symmetric – and much higher than what is allowed. This part
could be polished as-is in raster freeform mode. Alternatively, if the part has been manufactured de-wedged, or is dewedged through fixturing, the slopes are drastically reduced, and the part can be polished in rotational freeform mode.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the local slopes for the two cases.
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Wedged OAP

De-wedged OAP

Figure 9. Radial and transverse slope maps for an OAP in a wedged and de-wedged configuration. As a wedged part, this
would need to be polished with a raster toolpath, but as a de-wedged part it can be polished in rotational mode.

5. TOOLPATH TRADEOFFS
Flexibility is critical in optics manufacturing, and it was a primary consideration when designing the Q-flex™ line of MRF
machines. On a Q-flex machine, the polishing wheel can be rotated relative to the machine axes, allowing for all the
polishing modes discussed earlier: full-freeform raster, mild-freeform raster, high-NA rotational polishing, and mildfreeform rotational. For a particular part, the QED.NET control software presents the user with the available polishing
modes and eliminates those that cannot be used due to local radius, slope, magnetic field half angle, or axis travel
constraints. The software ranks different machine configurations and toolpaths from most preferred to least, but may not
have all the information necessary to make a decision. In that case, it is up to the operator to decide. Each toolpath has
strengths to consider, some of which are shown in the table below.
As an example, a high-NA circular-aperture part with a tight edge exclusion would be better to polish with a rotational
toolpath, but a slow part with mostly MSF error would be better to polish using a raster toolpath. With the introduction of
the new mild-freeform rotational polishing mode, the benefits of a spiral toolpath can now be used for freeform surfaces
and tilted or wedged rotationally-symmetric surfaces.
Table 1. Optimal MRF toolpath under different scenarios.

Goal
Minimize edge effect
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Fast setup time
Polish high-NA part
Minimize uniform removal
Minimize sensitivity to spot and motion errors
Correct MSF figure error
Correct rotationally-symmetric figure error
Smooth diamond-turning marks
Cannot or do not wish to center part on spindle
Polish part with non-circular aperture

6. RESULTS
To validate the performance of this new polishing mode, we performed several tests on a variety of parts: a tilted plano, a
wedged sphere, and a toroid.
Tilted plano – uniform removal
As an initial test of this new rotational polishing capability, we performed a uniform removal of 250 nm on a 50 mm
diameter plano part with approximately 200 microns of surface run-out. In order to be able to measure the absolute amount
of removal, we left the outer ~5 mm unpolished. We subtracted the initial measurement of the part from the final
measurement, fit piston and tilt to the outer 5 mm ring, and subtracted this alignment error over the entire surface. Over a
central 35 mm aperture, the average actual removal was 227 nm, with about 6 nm rms of non-constant unpredicted removal.
This small underhit (<10%) and non-constant removal error of less than 3% is consistent with what we would expect from
MRF.
High-precision wedged sphere – figure correction
The next test we performed was on a high-precision, 50 mm diameter convex sphere, with a vertex radius of 153.4 mm.
In its initial state, the surface had figure error of 7 nm rms and slightly better than λ/10 PV. The actual part was wedgefree, so we slightly decentered the part to induce +/- 100 microns of surface runout and simulate a wedged part. We
performed a figure correction, reducing the figure error to λ/45 PV and 2 nm rms in a single 2.5 minute polishing run,
demonstrating that high-precision figure corrections on a wedged surface are just as successful as those on a wedge-free
surface.

Figure 10. Figure correction results for a wedged sphere in rotational polishing mode
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100-micron departure toroid – figure correction
As a final test, we performed a figure correction of a concave, 100 micron-departure concave toroid on a Q-flex 100 MRF
machine in pure around-the-wheel polishing mode, without use of the physical B-axis. The toroid was fabricated from a
best-fit sphere using MRF in raster freeform mode, and all metrology was performed using the freeform measurement
capability of the ASI(Q)3.

Figure 11. Section view and departure map of 50 mm diameter toroid, with X radius = 76.3 mm and Y radius = 78.3 mm

For the polishing test, we created a synthetic hitmap consisting of approximately 1 micron PV of spherical aberration and
trefoil. When mounting the part, we centered the part on its outer diameter, but we did not make any special attempt to
either induce or minimize tilt for this polishing run. After a coarse manual alignment, the semi-automated probing and
alignment process was started on the MRF machine. First, the user must identify a rotational fiducial mark on the side of
the optic that references the optic to its prescription and metrology. Next, the MRF machine uses a touch probe to measure
the as-mounted height of the optic at ten points within the full aperture. From the probed points, the software determines
the part height and as-mounted tilt. For this polishing run, the measured tilt was low, at ~0.03°. A toolpath is then generated
that follows the freeform part prescription, compensates for the measured tilt, and modulates the dwell to achieve the
desired removal.
The figure correction polishing run was successful, achieving 95% convergence; the results are shown below in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Q-flex polishing results on toroid (using ASI(Q) metrology)

All three polishing tests showed results that were consistent with the expected accuracy and convergence of a typical MRF
polishing run, demonstrating that a spiral toolpath is a viable option for these types of parts.

7. CONCLUSION
QED Technologies has enabled high-precision, deterministic correction of freeform optics for many years. Now, rotational
polishing can be used for many freeforms, increasing flexibility and adding another tool to an optics manufacturer’s
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toolbox. Additionally, tilted planos and wedged spheres can be polished in rotational mode, adding new options for how
MRF fits in to the overall manufacturing process.
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